Activity Type
Drawing and speaking activity, group work

Language Focus
Famous films, TV shows, books or people

Aim
To guess the names of famous films, TV shows, books or people from drawings.

Preparation
None

Level
Elementary and above

Time
20 minutes

Introduction
Here is a fun drawing game to help motivate your students to speak English.

Procedure
Divide the students into two teams.

Take one student from each team out of the classroom.

Tell the two students the name of a famous film, TV show, book or person and then give each student a marker or chalk.

The two students then go back into the classroom and start drawing clues to the famous film, TV show, book or person on the board.

The two students are not allowed to speak or write anything.

The first team to correctly guess what's being drawn scores a point.

Then, two new students are taken out of the classroom and so on.

The team with the most points at the end of the game wins.